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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s very easy to forget that pictures—especially moving pictures—hold a powerful magic. Home movies and family photos are stereotyped as being quotidian, banal, humdrum in general, but I have seen on many occasions that when individuals are reintroduced to these records after a long estrangement, they tend to learn very quickly that their own home movies are immensely moving, valuable, and particular. What’s more, they’re full of surprises—sometimes pleasant, sometimes not.



What kinds of things do we see?

• Naughty things

• Nasty things

• Things we weren’t supposed to see

• Things we didn’t want to see

• Things we don’t (or can’t) understand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an incomplete litany of the many kinds of potentially sensitive material I (and others at CHM and HMD event hosts) have personally encountered in collections of home movies and amateur films. Mind you, this is just the stuff I remember off the top of my head:
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Child nudity—BITBY and beyondPornographic material, lewd conductNonconsensual, coerced, underage, or otherwise or uncomfortable sexual behaviorEvidence of infidelity or other family scandalsOvert racism or bigotry (esp. in title cards)Atrocities and human rights violationsCruelty to animals, from mild to severeCriminal behavior (incl. drug use, underage drinking and smoking, illegal distilleries, etc.)“Deviant” behavior (homosexuality, fetish play, bondage, weird or inscrutable games)Drunken revelry and other borderline or embarrassing behavior that seemed fine at the timeSecret/sacred events – places where a camera isn’t supposed to be used, or things outsiders are not supposed to see
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Note that just by showing you images while I recite this list, I’m changing your perception of those images and your interpretation of their meaning—although none of them are examples of what I’m talking about. Come on…sometimes fruit salad is only fruit salad!



What do they make us feel?

• Sadness

• Happiness

• Fondness or love

• Embarrassment

• Anger or outrage

• Denial

• Confusion

• Regret

• Nostalgia

• Curiosity

• Possessiveness 

• Invaded/violated/exposed
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It’s not just the apparent or implicit content that carries a charge, either. Again, from personal experience, let me recount some of the feelings that even the most innocuous content can elicit in people who are connected with the material: SadnessHappinessFondness or loveEmbarrassmentAnger or outrageDenialConfusionRegretNostalgiaCuriosityPossessiveness Feeling invaded/violated/exposed



What do they make others feel?

All of the above, plus…

• Amusement

• Identification

• Disconnection

• Disagreement
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These feelings can be very powerful, the more so if they are unexpected, and acknowledging (or understanding, or anticipating) them is an important part of our custodial responsibility and the trust relationship we try to maintain with all of our donors and depositors. All of the same feelings can also be elicited in outsiders who view the materials, along with: Amusement (or the impulse toward mockery)A sense of personal identification with the “strangers” on film (sometimes beyond what we might think reasonable)Disconnection with, or distance from, the idea that subjects are or were “real people”Disagreement with the “story” that is being told, either by the images or by their context and presentation Many archivists and scholars have talked about the heightened sense of realism or emotional connection users get from handling documents, snapshots, or other physical artifacts. Viewing access—especially Internet access—to archival moving images can have, seemingly, something like an inverse effect—one of flattening, depersonalization, or distancing. Everything online becomes hilarious, inconsequential, replayable and less “real” every time it is viewed. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how can we work to restore some of the aura of historical materials—their humanity and gravity—without being ponderous and preachy?



How can we work to restore some of the aura of 
these materials—their humanity and gravity—
without being ponderous and preachy?

• Integrate content and context

• Name names

• Stick to the facts

• Change your frame of reference
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Integrate content and context. For instance, always use identifying slates at the beginning and end of clips posted online. Provide date of origin, original media, collection identification, and a brief description that is as neutral as possible, especially if there are unfamiliar activities depicted or if it seems there is a strong potential for misinterpretation. In addition to “framing” the material in terms of context, which is helpful to viewers, this also helps prevent misuse and the casual lifting of material without attribution—or at least makes sure that when someone appropriates the material they do so in knowing violation of your rights!Name names. If subjects are still living or have surviving relatives who donated the material, consider mentioning that in descriptive texts, if you have permission to do so—not only does this “humanize” the subjects depicted, but it can provide a further incentive to use the materials in new productions if there are family members who may be interviewed about the content.Stick to the facts. Avoid making too many assumptions about what you’re seeing, or theorizing beyond what your data (the images themselves) will support. It’s a human tendency to tell ourselves stories to fill the gaps in our knowledge; it’s much harder to accept and publicly acknowledge what we don’t know. However, publishing something that turns out not to be true is more harmful than admitting “We don’t know very much about this film,” and asking people to contribute what they know instead.Change your own frame of reference (even if you can’t change that of your viewers). Think of these not as the work of a single author—the person behind the camera—but a collaboration between the photographer and “subject.” Really think about the subtle difference this may make in how you present and talk about the materials, how they might be perceived by visitors to your site, or how you might present them if those other collaborators’ input could be sought.
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Presentation Notes
No matter how much we think about it, though, we can’t anticipate everything. Sooner or later, something blows up. How, then, can we work to prepare donors, and ourselves and our staff, for the unexpected results of putting personal materials online?



How can we prepare donors (ourselves, our 
staff) for the unexpected results of putting 
personal materials online?

• Walk people through the reality of what 
you’re doing together

• Manage expectations and set responsible 
policies

• Be prepared for your stuff to go viral (it 
probably won’t—but then again, it might)

• Always treat materials respectfully

• Don’t think for a moment that you’re safe
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Walk people through what you’re doing together. Suggest to donors that they visit sites like YouTube or a high-profile blog and look with special attention at the comments left by other visitors to the site or viewers of particular images/clips. Give them a few links to material that is similar to theirs in some respect, especially if they’ve had limited experience with Internet video sites. The more they are aware that the range of public responses encompasses the nonsensical, the offensive, or the uninformed, the better they’ll be able to ignore things that might otherwise upset them.Manage expectations and set responsible policies. Discuss in clear—not vague—terms what your strategy for providing online access will be, and how you intend to do things like respond to requests for licensing or reuse, enforce intellectual property rights, etc. Whenever possible, show your donors or depositors examples of what you’re asking them to grant permission for. If you do not have a clear strategy in place already, consider waiting to post materials until you do—you can always change an existing policy, but it is hard to make a wise decision if the issue arises when you are unprepared.Be prepared for your stuff to “go viral.” It doesn’t really occur all that often, but if it does, you need to be prepared for the practical consequences. These can be technical, like server crashes (particularly if you’re hosting your own videos and you don’t have the bandwidth to accommodate several hundred hits an hour), legal (if you find unauthorized, misrepresented, or altered copies, or satires and “response videos,” you or your donors must decide whether to pursue cease-and-desist action), public-relations oriented (local or national news may come calling, wanting a broadcast-quality clip on short notice or an interview with a curator, or asking to be put in touch with the donor/creator), or donor-relations oriented (you want to share the good news with your donor that their film was featured on a major blog, but you wish you could prevent them from seeing the hurtful things people have posted in the comments section; OR, they become famous and think that it’s going to last more than 15 minutes, which worries you).Always treat materials respectfully. Donors, depositors, and anonymous creators and “subjects” should never have to ask that their material be properly identified, credited, or cleared for use; this is your responsibility, and it is not a minor oversight when it doesn’t happen. (Cite Annenberg Center’s flub-up here?) You must demonstrate with every posted item that you, and your institution, are worthy recipients of a public trust. Don’t think for a moment that you’re safe. Be prepared to fix mistakes, misattributions, or misappropriation quickly. Be sure to apologize directly, completely, and sincerely if you screw something up. Pretending that “this sort of thing never happens to us” is worse than admitting when you’ve made an honest mistake, which happens all the time.



Thank you!

Snowden Becker
School of Information - UT Austin
The Center for Home Movies
snowdenbecker@gmail.com
http://www.homemovieday.com

(Handout includes all image credits, plus a list of 
other resources you may find helpful.)
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Refer to handouts for image credits and resources you may find helpful.
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